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AN IMPROVED PROCEDURE FOR ADAPTIVE ESTIMATION
OF MANEUVERING IN A 14IP TRACKING ALGORITHM

1. INTRODUCTION

A single-target ship tracking algorithm has been developed in Refs. [11

13), and is also incorporated as a component of the multi-target tracker

described in Ref. [4). This algorithm operates on ship location reports which

may occur sporadically in time, and adaptively estimates the intensity of the

ship's maneuvering behavior from the report data rather than accepting it as a

user-specified parameter. Maneuvering here is defined as deviations from a

steady course, which is also estimated from the data. Ref. [3) also describes

a variant of this algorithm which does not distinguish between down-track and

cross-track maneuvering, but which can make more effective Use of bearing -

only reports, as opposed to reports Of ship Position which are meaningfully

localized in two dimensions.

Another procedure has subsequently been devised for this maneuvering esti-

mation which significantly improves the performance of both tracking algorithm

variants. This new procedure is the subject of this report, and differs

basically by the use of weighted averages of certain Statistics, rather than

simple averages. to form estimates of maneuvering intensity. The reliability

of these statistics as measurements of maneuvering intensity varies with the

spacing of adjacent reports. The new procedure gives relatively lower weight

to the less reliable statistics in the case of unevenly spaced reports,

resulting in more reliable maneuvering intensity estimates. Hence, the

resulting improvement in tracking performance is Most pronounced when the

report occurrances are highly irregular. However, there seems to be some

improvement even in the case of regularly spaced reports, as explained in

Section 6 of this report.

2. PURPOSE AND ROLE OF IMPROVEMENT

For planar motion, the ship tracking algorithm of Refs. Ill - £3) is based

on the idea of approximating the motion of the (single) ship being tracked as

the vector sum Of a constant (average) velocity and a two-dimensional (random)

Brownian motion. The Brownian motion's intensity parameter, a Wx matrix Q in
rectangular coordinates, is selected to correspond to the extent of maneuver-

ing performed by the ship with respect to a constant-speed, constant-heading

Manuacript submitted March 2, 1982.



course (the average velocity). Both the average velocity and the maneuvering

intensity matrix Q are treated as constant parameters to be estimated from the

observed input data. This input consists of a time-ordered series of reports

of ship location, not necessarily evenly spaced in time, such that each report

specifies a time, the observed ship position at that time, and the (Wx)

covariance matrix (or, equivalently, a containment ellipse) for the error in

this observed Position. An exception, however, is a modified tracking proced-

ure described in Ref. £3), which allows some (or all) of these reports to
specify only the observed ship bearing from some given point at that time, and

the variance of the bearing observation error.

In either case, the tracking algorithm operates recursively in time,

basically by propagating the ship track forward between observations by dead
reckoning and updating it whenever a new report is received. The ship

position and average velocity are treated as a four-component "state vector,"

for which a current conditional mean and covariance matrix are generated by a

standard Kalman filter. Another recursive procedure is used to estimate the
maneuvering intensity parameter Q from the "innovations" of the Kalman filter.

These estimates are then used as "driving noise" parameters in the Kalman

filter adaptively to modify its subsequent operation. The details of this

process are described in Refs. Ill - £3), but can be summarized as the

following recurring sequence of basic steps:

1. Upon the receipt of a new report of observed ship location, propagating

the conditional probability distribution of the ship's "state vector"

(position and velocity), given all previous data, to the current time.

This distribution (conditioned on the same data) is generally available

for the state at some earlier time, and is propagated from that time as if
the value of Q estimated then were a precisely known parameter. The state
distribution is treated as if it were ( 1 -variate) Normal, so this step
just amounts to propagating its mean and covariance matrix (14 independent

components) to the current time with the standard Kalman filter for this
value of Q and the motion model described above.

2. Updating the state probability distribution with the new observation,

again using the standard Kalman filter for this case. This gives the

conditional state distribution (specified by the mean and covariance

matrix) given the current observation as well.
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3. Updating the estimate of Q using the innovations (observed minus

propagated position) from step 2.

4. Adjustment Of some of the parameters of the updated position-velocity

distribution from step 2 to compensate for the fact that the value of Q

Used in step 1 Was (in general) different from the one just estimated in

step 3.

Steps 1 and 4 are not performed for the first report. In this case, the track

is initiated with an estimated Q of zero and a user-specified zero-mean

circular Normal distribution for the average velocity. Also, step I can be

performed to project a ship location distribution to a time at which there is

no observation. This Just amounts to an extended form of dead reckoning, in

which an entire containment ellipse (representing the Normal distribution of

the position components of the state vector) is propagated, not just a most

likely position (the center of this ellipse). In step 3, it is assumed that
the Brownian maneuvering motion consists Of statistically independent compon-

ents parallel and perpendicular to the average velocity, so only a down-track

and a cross-track maneuvering intensity are estimated, and the resulting Q

matrix is always diagonal when tranformed for coordinates aligned with the

currently estimated average velocity vector. The intensiities of these two

Brownian motion components are further restricted to be identical (isotropic

maneuvering) in the variant of Ref. 13J, which allows the inclusion of

bearing-only data.

The improvement reported here is in the procedure for estimating the

maneuvering intensity parameter Q in step 3. The advantage of this new pro-

cedure occurs chiefly when the observation times are quite unevenly spaced.

The difficulty with the previous method is that, in both variants, equal

weight is given to each member of the Kalman filter's innovation sequence

(from step 2) in constructing the estimate of Q. However, the precision of

these innovation statistics as measure of the Q components varies approximate-

ly as the inverse of the elapsed time since the last report, so their use in

this way for unusually closely spaced reports often results in a less reliable

estimate of Q than ignoring them entirely. The new estimation procedure is

devised so that these innovation statistics are weighted according to their

reliability as measures of the Q-components being estimated, thereby avoiding

this problem. As with the former procedure, variants can be developed for



both the case of independent down-track and cross-track maneuvering components

and the case of isotropic maneuvering with bearing-only reports, as described

in detail below.

Another possible benefit of the new Q-estimation procedure described here

is that it seems to cause the overall tracking algorithm to create somewhat

larger containment ellipses for projected ship locations than the former pro-

cedure, even for evenly spaced observation times (see Figs. 2 and 3). This

would correct a reported tendency of the former method to result in erroneous

ly small containment ellipses when used on realistic ship tracking data.
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Fig. 1 - OutHne of sfgle-target ship tmcking alorithm
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3. RATIONALE FOR ONE-DIMENSIONAL SHIP MOTION

The new procedure for estimating the ship's maneuvering intensity

parameter Q is based on a consideration of the corresponding one-dimensional

case, in which the ship's motion is described by the (scalar) equation

and the position observations at discrete time t. are

Z i  = x(t i )  n i ,  i = O, it ....

where the ni are independent zero-mean Normal random variables with known

variances rig u is a constant but a-priori unknown average velocity, and w is

a Normal white noise process with constant, but a-priori unknown variance

parameter q. Tracking begins immediately after the initial observation z0 at

00

time to, at which point the two-vector

is regarded as having a bivariate Normal probability distribution with mean

.jo
and covariance matrix [roI o]

where X2 is some a-priori specified ship speed variance.

Now consider the approximation that, at observation time t , the

conditional probability densities of q and of the vector C(ti3, given

the observations zo, .... zi, are statistically independent such that,

q - Normal (q, s)

6



and

(tL Normal ([ p~J
For the next observation time ti+, define

= W - ti  (1)
2

a pxx + 2Pxu + T Puu' (2)

m = a + qT9 (3)
x = X . u+-i, (4)

and

z+ 1 -x , (5)

and denote x(t i+1) by x and ri 1 by r for brevity. Then it follows from

standard results for moments of Normal random variables that, given zo,...,z i ,

E(e ) a + r + q , (6)

2 2 2
var(c 2) = 2 (m+r) + 3sr , (7)

and

cov (q,E ST- (8)

By assumption, E(q/z ,. ...z) q (9)

and

var(q/z ...,zi) =s. (10)

If at this point the (different) approximation is made of treating q and
2
e as bivariate Normal random variables under this conditioning, with the pre-

ceding mean and covariance matrix elements, then It is a standard result that

E(q/e 2) 2 q = E(q) + ve 2-E(€ )2 (11)var(c )

and var(q/c2) a a = var(q) - c.v.2.(Q..2) , (12)
var( 2 )

where the conditioning on zo,...,z is suppressed in the notation. Substi-

0 i 7



tuting Eqs. (6) - (10) into (11) and (12) we obtain

^ z 2 _ (a ~r )  
(13)2 ~r

M+r
21 3s

and 2
a = s s2 "(14)

2( mr) + 3s
T

Reducing the denominators of Eqs. (13) and (14) to "2(m/r)2 + s" would convert

these equations to the form of the updating step in the standard Kalman filter

for constant q with

2- (a~r)
q - measurement =

and
2

measurement noise variance = 2(m/T)

at measurement epoch +1. This change is justified to some extent by the fact

that m really depends via (2) and (3) on the previous estimates of q, which

are used to compute p.xx Also, the resulting Kalman filter estimate of q

reduces to simply the average of the quantities

2
- (a+r)

observed at each updating time when m,r and T are all equal at each step,

which is essentially the former estimation procedure for q described in Ref.

El], and is consistent with the Justification given there as a least-squares

estimation procedure. For unevenly spaced observations, however, this new

updating procedure has the desirable property of estimating q as a weighted

average of these quantities, the weight being less for epochs at which T is

small and the variance of the "q - measurement" is therefore large. Thus, it

gives a sort of weighted least - squares estimate of q when used sequentially

in the overall ship tracking algorithm. Rearranging terms gives this Kalman

filter update step as

8



A - STr 2q =q "2 2 - (m+r)] (15)

2 m + sT

and

2 2 s. (16)
a- 2 2
2 m + ST

Since it doesn't make sense to estimate maneuvering intensity with fewer than

three observations, such updating is started on the third observation (for

which T >o) with s =, which corresponds to using q o and replacing the

"filter gain"

STr

2 m2  S2

1 2by 1 in Eq. (15), and using a = 2 (m/T) for Eq. (16).

A standard Kalman filter for estimating a constant q would use the value

of a from one update time as the value of s for the next update. Since the

approximate value for q can really change over extended periods of time,

however, it is more reasonable to postulate a "forgetting time constant" T and

use exponential deweighting between update times by computing "s" from the

preceding "a" as

T 2(m-m 2

s = [ preceding I-- to ]+ 2(i 1 (17)

to avoid "locking in" to a value of q. This particular deweighting scheme

corresponds to q changing between the current and preceding observation times

according to

q = - 2T white noise, (18)2Twhere the white noise intensity is such that the steady-state variance of q is

2 m , the value it would have if initialized at the current update
ti+1 0

time.

9



The estimate q here can assume negative values, whereas q must by

definition be nonnegative. Herce the latest value of

max (q, o)

is always used as the maneuvering intensity parameter in the other parts of

the overall ship tracking algorithm.

As a last refinement, if the quantity

a = max [o, max (q, o) - max (i, o)) (19)

is positive, it is assumed, as explained in Ref. 13), that puu (which is

computed at preceding update time) should have been larger by approximately

at ,where t is the current time. This would increase a by
0

2 (;2_ m2 ) = (m+;)(;m)
2 2

T T

if it were being initialized at this point. In the above m is the value of m

which would result from (2) and (3) if Puu were increased as described, i.e.,

2

t-t

0

To compensate for having reduced the effects of the correlation between q and

m from those in (13) and (14), the quantity aT is also added to ;, giving

M = M + a(I + t t )

0

which would increase an initialized value of a by

o=2[2 M + aT(1 + )] !(I+
tt T t-t
0 0

To be conservative and to avoid dividing by T, we therefore add the quantity

6o a 2[2 M + a]t a (20)
0

to the result of Eq. (16) at all update times as an approximate correction for

10



having ignored in the development of (16) some of the interactions between

estimating q and estimating x and u in the overall ship tracking algorithm,

namely the dependence of puu on q. Of course, the other corrections of this

sort in the overall algorithm, which are for parameters of the conditional

distribution of x and u as described in Ref. (3], are retained as before.

4. PROCEDURE FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL MOTION

Only planar motion in rectangular coordinates is discussed here. The

algorithms for tracking such motion can easily be extended to tracking on a

sphere, as described in Refs. (1J and [2]. In the context of planar motion,

x = ship position

v = ship velocity (average), and

zi = observed position at time ti , i = 0,1, ....

are all 2-vectors with components in these two coordinates, and the composite

"motion state" vector [v has four components. The conditional distribution

of this state vector is approximated by the tracking algorithm as 4-variate

Normal, whose mean and covariance matrix are denoted here in bivariate

partitions as

x(t [1 (tI 2(t

and -'- 1 -  -  for generic time t.
(t 7 (t P (t)

For convenience, we also denote the current estimate of the maneuvering

intensity parameter as Q and the covariance matrix of the error in the i-th

observation as Ri, both of which are 2x2 symmetric positive semi-definite

matrices. Also, d(i) and Ac(i) are used to denote interim estimates of the

(scalar) down-track and across-track maneuvering intensities created

immediately after the i-th observation, and ad and a c to denote corresponding

variance parameters, in accordance with the notation of the preceding section.

The operation of the overall ship tracking algorithm, with the improved

adaptive estimation procedure for maneuvering, can be summarized as follows

for the case in which the reports all specify a position which is localized in

both dimensions:

11



Initialization

Upon the receipt of the initial report (zo, R ) at time to , tracking is

started with

x(t+) = z°  (2 - vector)
0 0

P1 (t+) = R (2x2 matrix)
10 0

2o0

2', '0P (p e a user-specified prior
~~~~ 2 [1 speed variance

qd(o) qc(o) : 0 (or some other user-specified positive
value)

From time t+ to time t. i = 0,1,...

Tracking proceeds by performing the summary steps of Fig. 1 as follows,

where "=" denotes a replacement operation as in FORTRAN.

Step 1 - Propagate state distribution to ti+ by successively computing:

cd = max [q (1), 0

= max [q (i), 0}co c

e : tni(~i(ti) and ; are the two components2 (t)/ v (usually local east and
north components of velocity
estimate)

q11 = Cd cos 2 a. cc sin2e

q12 = (Cd - c c) sine cose

q22 ZC d s in 2  +Cc aCos 2

_ - - - (Wx matrix)
12 c22

12



T ti+ I -t i

x xt) + Vt T (2 -vector)
A P (t+) +e :P(t+) + T + + T2rl~;) [PCt; *P 2(ti)]) P3Cti)T

1  A 2 13
2x2 matrices

M P2(t+) + P3(t+),2 2 1 3 1

M P (t+)
3 3(1

At this point, the conditional aistribution of the state at time t i+1'

given z ,...zi, can be approxioiated as (4-variate) Normal with

mean [cj]

and

M1

covariance

and t i+ need not be an actual observation time for this purpose, but may be

any time after ti for which the projected probability distribution is desired.

Step 2 - Update state distribution with new report:

Let z and R denote z i+ and R i+ henceforth. Compute

A - -

x(ti+) + + M (M +R)- (z x)
1+

2-vectors
A T -1

(t ) + z (t') + M2 (M1 + R (z )

Pl(t 1 ) + M1 - Ml( 1  R)IM1

2  1 ) M2 - MI(M I  R)-I2 2x2 matrices

13



P(t + M 1 ( R)- 1 m
3 i+1 3 2 2

Step 3 - Update of maneuvering estimate.
^ A

For i=0,1 only: set qdit1) = qdi)

and qc (i+1) = q M.

Otherwise, compute in turn:

S= ti+1 t0

[d] -T rco sine
a and = ORT; 9 a .. ..

[L r!i L-sin e i cos J

[cod C S 0 
Sin 9sin  OSz-)

ad (3) :2 (bd/T)

a (3) = 2 (b /T) 2

C

for i=2 only
A 1 2

d (3) (- d -bd)

A 1 2
qC (3) :Ct 0 -b0  )

_ T a-

Sd  e T T[ad~i W 2 (b d/Y) 2
] + 2 (b d/Y) 

2

T 2 2
3 e [aCi) - 2 (b /Y) + 2 (b /Y)

a a i C b~ a C/)

14



for i > 3
2 b 2sd only,

ad i) 2 2 T is user-
2 bd specified

"forgetting time

2 constant".
23bTO C

a U+1) qb 2 + 2

C C

d d

S ^a 2
(Ic U 1) q qc(i) + 2b 2 + 3 T 2 [€e a bc -rc C

C c

ad = max {0. max {q di+1),0} - max {qd(i),011

a= max {O, max {q (i+l),O - max {q (i),0)}

(i+1) a (1) 2 a [2 b aT

a (i+1) a a (1W1) + 2 a [2 b + A
c c Y c c

Step 4 (performed for i>2 only) - Adjust Kalman filter update by successively

computing

2 si2
d 11 = d cos 9 + sin

d 12 = (ad - ac ) sine cose

d22 2 ad sin2e + a cOs2e

Sd1 1d1 d,(positive 
semi-definite 2x2

D matrix)

15



P3 (t:) P3 (t:) + 2.D (Wx matrix)
P3(ti) + P3(t + + R( T-DM+R+D) -

(Wi +--tDrix arx

Y

-1 -

P1(ti 1) ) P1(t1 + R(M + R + D)-ID(M + R + D) R
1++ 1

(2x2 matrix)

v~ti+1) = (tt+ 1
1 +- D(M1 + R +DT)(Z - :

2 -vectors
x(ti ) =x(ti+I) + R(M1  Dt + R)D(M I + R)-I(z - x)r

The adjustments in this step are explained in Ref. 13]. Corresponding

adjustments for the maneuvering intensity estimation procedure constitute the

last two computations listed here under Step 3.

5. ALTERNATE METHOD

This same kind of improvement can also be applied to the alternate method

of Ref. [3) for adaptively estimating maneuvering intensity, in which the

estimated maneuvering is contrained to be statistically isotropic, but which

allows the inclusion of bearing - only input reports in the resulting

tracking algorithm. In this case, only a single (non-negative) scalar

maneuvering intensity parameter q is estimated, and the overall tracking

algorithm can be summarized as follows for position reports:

Initialization - as in the algorithm of the preceding section, except that

only a single value q(o) is specified, instead of qd(o) and qc(o).

From t+ to t+ 1 i 0,1.

Step I - calculate the 2x2 matrix Q by the steps

q : max {q(i), 0)

16



Then continue as in the preceding section.

Step 2 - as in the preceding section.

Step 3 - For i=0,1, just set q(i+1) = q().

Otherwise, compute in turn:

[g11  g1

--- _-- A + R (2x2 matrix)

Lg12 g2 2 j

2
a = g1 1  + 922

b2 V(9 2 2
b 1 1 - 2 2  4g 1 2

a2 1 (a
2 +b

2

b2  a a2 _ b2

2
a - l

Cos B = / 11

- g 1 1  + 2 g12

sin B = 12

Note: a and b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the sigma-ellipse for

the bivariate Normal distribution with covariance matrix A + R; B is the angle

between the semi-major axis and the 1-coordinate axis.

r Ci oss 5mB 1
-

-  (Z-) (2-vector) (21)

17



h 1sin 2 8 - 2g 12 sin 8 cos 0 + g2 2 
COs2 9 + qT

b2
YJ=b + *

2
k : a + qT (22)

a(3) = 2C-)
2

T

for i:2 only
2 1(2

q(3) b

-T
QT h(h)2

s= e T (i) - 2(-) 2  + 2

2h + ST

ASt 2q(i+1) =q(i) + 2_ 2T . r[b - rj

2h 2+ 
sT

a(i+l) = 2 (i+1) (23)
2k 2 + ST

q(i+1) =q(i+1) k] (24)
2k + sT

a max (0, max {q(i+1),}0 - max {q(i),0}}

aC(i+l) a a(i+l) + 2--2 [2h + at]
Y

Step 4 -calculate the 2x matrix D as D

then continue as in the preceding section.

The advantage of this alternate method is that it can make effective use

of bearing-only reports of ship location (one of which specifies a time, an

observed bearing from a specified point at that time, and a bearing variance),

18



or what is almost the same thing, position reports with long, narrow error
ellipses. One simple way of doing this with such a bearing report is to

replace it with an approximately equivalent Position report, which would have

a large variance component along the line-of-bearing, and Use the procedure as

just described. The best Way of constructing an equivalent Position report

depends on the bearing sensor range, how much the projected ship position

distribution at the time of the report "overlaps" the bearing sensor location.

and the distance of the estimated ship position at that time from the sensor

location. The main idea is to have an appropriate containment ellipse for
this (bivariate Normally distributed) Position report, say the two-sigma (86%)

ellipse, match the corresponding wedge-shaped confidence region of the bearing

report as well as possible within the range of likely projected ship

locations. As a numerically more efficient alternative when the predicted

ship range from the bearing sensor is large compared to the uncertainty in

this prediction, one could also use a bearing-only report as a scalar measure-
2 2ment of the cross-bearing component of ship position with variance r a , where

r is the projected ship range (from the sensor) and s6 is the bearing variance
in radians. This would require the replacement of Step 2 (in this section) by
the appropriate Kalman filter updating procedure for such a single-component

measurement. It is also necessary to alter Step 3 by computing b 2as r 262

plus the cross-bearing component of Mi. computing e b as the cross-bearing

component of the observed minus predicted ship position (as evaluated from the

observed bearing at the predicted ship range) in lieu of Eq. (21), and skip-

ping the computations of Eqs. (22)-(24) and those prior to Eq. (21).

For position reports which are well-localized in both dimensions, the use

of this alternate tracking algorithm would probably not cause much loss of

precision over the algorithm of the preceding section. It was originally

thought that allowing the estimates of the down-track and cross-track

components of the maneuvering intensiity to be different, as they may be in

the algorithm of the preceding section, would often lead to more precise

estimates Of ship motion when a ship zigzags about an average course, or

changes speed a lot but stays on the same heading. In practice, however, the

estimated maneuvering is usually fairly isotropic anyway.
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6. DISCUSSION

To summarize the basic usage of the two ship tracking algorithm variants

presented here for the case of position reports, the user specifies the two

(scalar) parameters:

A=Prior estimate of ship speed (i.e., average speed for anticipated

target population). Making X too large doesn't matter much except

when this algorithm is used as part of a multitarget tracker, but

making A too small does.

T =Average length of time over which a ship's maneuvering behavior is

judged to remain statistically the same. This value can often be made
infinite without serious consequences; another reasonable Possibility

is to set T =/A/X, where A is the area of the surveillance region in

which ships are being tracked.

Also, it is sometimes slightly advantageous to specify .jome nonzero

initial value for q d(O ) and q0 (0), or qCO) in the case of the variant of

Section 5. For either variant, the algorithm then operates on input
consisting of a time-ordered sequence of ship position reports, each of which

contains the following six data:

1. time of report

2-3. two coordinates of observed ship position at that time

4-6. the three independent components of the (symmetric 2W) covariance

matrix for the error in this observed position.

As Output, it provides (a) estimates of ship position and average velocity, at

present or future times, (b) error covariance matrices OWx4 that correspond

to these estimates, and (c) estimates and corresponding error covariances of

maneuverability parameters (two in the variant of Section 4, one in the
variant of Section 5).

Normally, the only Outputs of interest are the position components of the

estimated position-velocity state vector, and the corresponding 2W error

covariance matrix. It is also usual to regard these errors and the Position

observation errors in the input reports as bivariate Normally distributed, and

to use equivalent parameters specifying the two-sigma ellipses (86% contain-

ment ellipses) of these distributions in place of their covariance matrices.
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The ellipse parameters normally used for this purpose are the semi-major and

semi-minor axis lengths and the angle of the major axis measured clockwise

from local north. As examples of what this all amounts to in practice,

experimental FORTRAN implementations of both variants of this overall ship

tracking algorithm are listed in the appendix for the usual case in which the

input and output error distributions are specified in terms of containment

ellipse parameters instead of covariance matrix components. The input and

output are from a terminal in these implementations.

Figures 2 and 3 show an example of the comparative performances of this

tracking algorithm Cthe version of Section 4 here) and the corresponding one

of Ref. [3), Which Uses the former method of adaptive manieuvering estimation.

The parameter values- d (0O) = q aC() =0 and T -were Used in each case. For

clarity in these figures, the two-sigma (86% containment) ellipses for the

output location estimates are displayed only for selected times. The new

algorithm is not shown to its best advantage in this example because the

position reports are all evenly spaced in time. Even so, however, the

accuracy of the estimated ship positions is as good as that of the former

algorithm, and the containment ellipses generated by the new algorithm are

generally somewhat larger, which 13 an indication of better statistical

consistency in light of the computational experience with actual tracking data

mentioned earlier.

The variant of Section 5 here-has also been embedded in a multi-target

tracker, in the manner described in Ref. [4], as a replacement for the

corresponding single-target tracking method of Ref. 13], which estimates Only

a scalar intensity for statistically isotropic maneuvering. The input data in

this application were mostly bearing-only reports which occurred in sporadic

bursts for each ship, and thus were very unevenly spaced in time. In this

case there was a substantial improvement in performance with the tracker

incorporating the new adaptive maneuvering estimation procedure described in

this report.
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TWO-SIGMA ELLIPSES AT TIME OF 1-t6l REPORT

/- - - t-erovred Iocaro./ projectd Ioc-tio, est;mnat

MOVEMENT OF ELLIPVSE CENTER
FOR ESTIMATED LOCATION

-~between refr-vts

Sjump after-

Fig. 2 - Tracking performance with former procedure
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APPENDIX - PROGRAM LISTINGS

C KALMAN FILTER WITH AJAPTIVE ORIVING NOISE
C
C FOR TRACINPG IN RECTANUIAO XoY.COOROINATES WITH POSITION
C WEPOiTb WHICH ARE MEANINGFULLv LOCALIZED IN TWO DIMENSIONS.
C
C
C INITIALIZATION
C
C
C ENTER USEk-SPECIFIED PARAMETER VALUES FROM TERMINAL
C

ACCEPI"PRIOW EXPECTED SMP SPEED G '.8

C COMPUTE INITIAL VALUES
C

C I od.
CCo..

Plusag.

P YU avg.

PU SQ.3*e

PVVqPUU

C
C
C BEGIN TRACKING
C
C
C ENTER AND PROCESS INITIAL REPORT
C
C IR a INDICATOR; ZERO IF %REPJRTp JUST SPECIFIES A TIME AT
C WHICH OEAO.RECKONEU OUTPUT 1S DESIHED.
C POSITZVE IF IT 13 AN ACTUAL OEb'OOT OF
C OBSERVED POSITION. NEGATIVE TO
C rEtSMIAATE rRACK(ZNG.
C
C FOR PJSITIVE IRt
C T a rIME.
C ZxZY a UBSERVEO POSITION 14' XoY.COOROINATtS.
C SMA a 3EiIMAJOWt AXIS OF 86% CONTAINMENT ELLIPSE FOR
C UWo VATION.
C 5191 a 3ERIMINOO AXI3 OF CONTAINMENT ELLIPSE,
C THYT a ORIENTATION OF MAJOR AXIS (DEGREES CLOCKWISE FkON
C Y.AXS3).

ACClPT"14,ToZ*.ZY,3MA,3MI,TNT a , I4.T.Zl,ZY,SMAS9ItHV
ZFCIR.LE.d) GU TO 9

13.9

TpoT aT4T/57 .
xzx~

StolIN (THY 2

SM A a5,AOS MA
SNlsSmlosmI
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PIE' .25. CSPA*ST*ST+SmI*CT*CT)
PXY*.25*ST*CT*(SMA-SMI)
Pfy..25(3PACTCT*3#.j*ST*Sy1
TNsT
TLOT
TLUsT
GU TO 40

C
C
C CONTINUE TRACI!NG
C
C
C ENTER NEXl REPORT
C

90 ACCEPTPIR.T,Zx,ZY,S ASSNIThT * * R.TZX,ZY.SMA.3NI.TmT
ZPCIR.LT.io) GO TO 99
IFCLR.EG*61i GO TO 110
ThMTTN.iS7.3
ST*SIm(TWT)
CTsaCOS3CTN4T)
SMASSr4A.SMA

RXX3.25* (SMA*ST*ST.6MI*CT*CT)
RXYS.25.STOCT. (SMA-S412
RYVB.25*(SMA*CT*CT*Sml.ST.ST)

C PROJECT STATE DENSITY TO CURRENT TIME
C

19 TAUST-TL
TLOT
XmhI.U*TAU
Yd*Y*V 'Thu
GlXsPXX.(2,.PXU.OKE) .TAu.PUUOTAUTAU
GXYuP1'Ve(PXV.PYUeOEY) .TAU.PUV.?AU.TAU
GYYsPYY.C2. .PYV.OYY)OTAU.PVv.TAU*TAU
GXU uPXu*PUU*T AU

GYvaPXU.PUV*TAU
6 V aPTvu#Pv T AU

IFfIRemkoi63 GO TO 60

PY~sGYT

PX VaGE V

PYUwGYU
PY VaGY V
GO 70 44

C
C UPDATE STATE DENSITY mITH NEW REPORT
C

60 TAUIT-TL.U
TLUsT

6GIK.WEKX

nETsGI.G3-G2.G2
OtTlede
IPCOET.GTofo) DETIol.OtT
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4VYaGI*QETI
X a KS,(GXX K K .GXY .MY) 'EK.CGXX HY .GX~V mYYIEY

U3U*C6XU.*1XXGYU.MEY).EK.CGXU.NKY.GYU.MTY2.OE
VuY*CGX mX X*GYV .IiY).EX CGXV HX V .6YVHYIE
PXmGXX.GXxGE.INX2.oGXX*GXYemXY.GXY.(AXY*lYY
PXYuG1y.GXX.GXV.NX.(GXX.GYY.GXYeGXY .NX,'.GXY*GYoHYY

PXUUGXU-GXS.GXUOMEXX.GXX.GVU.GXY.GXU2 .NKV-GXY.GYu.MVVy
PXVgGAV.GAXGXVe~q4X..(GXX.GYV.6XV.GKV) .I4XV.GXY.GYV.Vyy
PYUUGYU-GXY.GXU.NKXX (GXV.GYU.G~YYGXUI SeXY.GYY.GYU.14YV
PYVUGYV-GXV.GXV.MKXX CGXY.GYV.GYYeGXvI OMXY.GYY.GYV.MV
PUUU~Uj-GXUeGXU.MXX.*GXU.GYU*qXY.GYUGYUpqYY
PUVUPUv-GgU.GXV.MKXX CGXU.GYV.GYU.GXV).mXY.GvU.GYV.NYY
PVV3PVV-GKV*GXVSNXX*2,*GXV*GYV*NXY.V*G3*H.YY

C
C UPDATE t2RZIVINi fYOISE EST~IMATE AND ADJUJST ESTInATOk PARhAqEE013
c

!OCTAu.LE.P.) GO TO do

IPCTE*LL.4.) GO TU 40

IF(I.EQ.i) GO TO 4F

V2*YVv
SUaU2*V2
GIN V*.a
lFCSO,GT.4.) UlNVwli'SG
u2au2*.gINv
V2nv2*gIkv
uv'u'v *ulNv
SIT@QINV*CU*EX*v.EV2 "2
SCTsaUINV.(L,.EYVe.X) '.2
GITsU2*Gxx*2. .UV*GXY*V2*GYY
GCTUV2*GXX-.. UV*GXYOU2*GYY
SITaU2*GL2.*UV.G2oV2eG3
9CT aV2*til.2.*UV.G2*u2*G3
rFci.GT.,2) GO TO 3C
GNIUI..4Tau
GNCGGNI
V'RI*2.*.6T*GIT*GP41GNI
ViVCa2.*GCT*GCT*GNC*(iNC
GO TO 3a

3d OENs2.*GIT*GZT*VRI*TAU*TAU

IFCOEN.GT.id.) OEN1aI*.tOEN
GNImVVIOTAU*DENI
VwvN~VP4j. .VRI*TAU*TAU*OENI)
DEfNa2,*GCT.GCTOVRC*TAU*TAU
OENIak2.
!FCuEP4.G.0.) DENIuI./OE%
GNCUVICOAU*DENI
VqCa VpC *(I, *V icCeAU T AU*aOENI)

CC2CC*GNC. (SCT.8CT)
OX 'Nj
OC amc
po 3d.

IF(CC.GT.d.) mInCI
to-CCC.GT.o.) NCxCC
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oCsaC-OC

Qvy*v2*ll.U2,4C

PC 46

!F(UC.GI.Iw. PCsOC/TE
VkZ.V4i,2.*PZ. CP!.TLeTAU.2..GZTI
VI(CUVC*2.*$CO CPCoTk.1AU.2.eGCT)

C
C ADJWST PANAMETEiqS OF STATE DENSITY
C

"4xKu2*pZ*V2*pc
P4KYUUV' (P1-PC 3
0y~fV2.I#U2*PC
PUUBPUUOO4XX
Puvspuv*"1y
PV V SPyVVO
AZ P xam.xTAU
AxYsoqlY*TAU
AYYU'iYY*TAU
GXXsAIX*TE
GXVE AXY*TL
GYY@ AY V YE
Glai. 1.61!
G~oG2#G't
G38G3#GYY
Dti'sG1.G3-G2*62
OET~ew.
IF(DET.C*T*O,) OET~v1./OET
4 K a 3*O ET I
WXYm-G2*0EYI
MYYsGI*OETI
UuU.(AXX.PqXXAaXv.P4X't) Ex.(AXX.NK'r.AKY*oWWV).I1
VuVO(AXYuita.AVV.NXY) EX.CAXY*kXYAYOMYY) ogY
61 S8IXr1Kx*M1YqNlV
G2*RKXeriKY*RXY4YY
G3'iAEY*P4Xx.4YT*KY
GAUMXYt*MX1Y*tdyY*pYY

PXYIPXX.GXGI.G3.2,GXVoCGl.G#YGd..3G.2.

PYYaPYYGx~e3G32.eIW't.,3.64(iYYGd.G4
KX*GXX@61'EZ.GXV. CGI'Ew*G2.EZ) .6Y.*G201w
Ytsv.6xX063CZ4.GXYr.CG3.C..GdEZ3 .GYY.64oEW

C
C
C OUTPUT
C
C

4(e CluPXX*PYY
C2.S69k1(CPXX.PYV3 .204..PXY.PXY)
CI'.!' (CI.C23
C29CI-Ci
S4482. *69POT CC 1)
Stma2.SQ4T(C2)
IFCPXY,PE*0,) GO TO 76
TtqTufl.
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IF(PIX.hT.PYY) TMT*90,
GU TO S0

7I TkTuS7,eATANC(PXX-CI)/PXY)3*W.

C
C DISPLAY OUTPUT ON TERMINAL
C
C IR a AIOVE.OESCRBIED INDICATOR FOR "HEPORT* JUST PNOCESSED.
C T a CUNRNT TIME (a TIME OF TMIS REPORT),
C XoY m CUXRENT ESTIMATED POSITION IN XYVCOORUIriATES.
C SMA a 5EMIMAJOR AXIS OF 56% CONTAINKENT ELLIPSE F0
C CURRENT POSITION ESTIMATE,
C SMI a SEmIMINOR AXIS OF CONTAINMENT ELLIPSE.
C TNT a ORIENTATION OF MAJOR AXIS (OEGREES CLOCKISE
C FROM Y-AXIS.
C

89 TYPE"
TYPEIIR a *,IR
TYPEOT a R.T
TYPt"XvY 9 '#XpY
TYPE"SMAeSMI 5 "F3NAPSMI
TYPETMT a ",TNT
TYPE*

C
C
C PROCESS NEXT REPORT (OR OEAO.RECAON TIME)* IF ANY
C
C

GO TO 9
C
c
C TERMINATION
C
C

99 CONTINUE
END
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C KALMAN FILTER WITH AUAPTIVL DRIVING NOIS5E
C
C FOR TRACKING 1?4 RECTANGULAR XY-COORDIN~ATES WITH POSITION.
C MEPOkTS .r"ICM ARE MEANINGFULLY LOCALIZED INi UNLY ONE
C DIMENSION, SUCM AS APPI~UXZMATIONS OF SEAMING-ONLY kEPONTS.
C
C
C INITIALIZATION
C
C
C ENLW USER-SPECIFIEU PARAMETER VALUES FROM IERF'ZNAL
C

ACCLPTOPRIOk EXPECTED SHIP SPEED m ".8
C
C COMPUTE INITIAL VALUEb
C

CImv,.
U60,

V 3b .
Pxao
Pxy ur.
PlUs.
PVVsll*
Puu.*0*b
Pu V5".
PVVuPUU
Oan.

C
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C
C btGIN TkACrING
C
C
C ENTck AND PROCESS INITIAL REPORT
C
C ZR a INDICATORS ZER~O IF "REPURT" JUST SPECIFIES A TIME AT
C aHICII DEAD-ECXONED OUTPUT 1S OESTAwEU.
C POSITIVE IF IT 1S AN ACTUAL. NEPnRT of

C OBSER~VED POSITZON, NEGATIVE TO

C TERI4NATE TRACKING,
C
C I-OR POSITIVE IR:

C T a TIME.
C ZX.ZY a OBSER4VED POSITION ZN X,Y-COOROINATtS.
C $"A a &EImAJO4 AXIS OF 861 CONTAINMENT ELLIPSE FOR
C UbSERVATION.
C SMI a bEmIMINOW AXIS OF CONTAINMENI ELLIPSE.
C Tm7 a UPIEN7ATION OF MAJOR AXIS COEGhEES CLOCKWISE Feom
C Y-AXIS).
C

ACCEPI"IR.T.ZX. ZY,SMASMI,TNT " ,IR.TZXZY.bMAobMZ.TMT
IFUPI.LE.sd) GO TO 99

TinTaTkTi57 *3
Jazz
YaZ'
S Ia SIN (TI-T
CTaC OSCT*NT)
SMAa3 MA * SA
SMIUSmle~NI
PX4.250 CbNAv3T*ST#SMI*CT*CT)
Px'ra.25*ST*CT. (SMA.SMI)
PVas2*35 SMA*CT*CT.&MI*ST*ST)
TNUT

TLUT

GO 10 4vi
C
C
C CONTINUE TRACKING
c
C
C ENTtW NEXT REPORT
C

911 ACCPT"'IRTZx,ZY.SmA.SmZ,TliT a "elM ,T.ZXZY,SMA#SUITNT
ZPCIR.LTgfd) GO TO 99
IPCIR.Eu.w) GO TO lie
TNT uTMT/57*j
STabIN(TlHT)
CTaCOS CTNT)
SMA aS AOaSMA

PiK. .250 CSMAeST*ST#S?4I*CT*CT)
RXYO.25*ST*CT*CSMA-SMI)
RYu*.23(SPA*CT.CT#SMI*ST*STI

C PROJECT STATE DENSITY TO CURRENT TIME
C

10 TAUET-TL
TLsT
xooxou*TAu
Ybvyav*TAu
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GAvWX#.-P4LJ.AU.PUUW1'AU.TAU
G6ueOYY.*.PYV.ALj.PVV.?AU.TAU)
GXYBGA+4*TAU
GAYBPXV.CIPKV.PYU).1AU.PUVeTAUeTAU
CfY*Go~t2* rAu
GXV.PXV.PUV. TAt

GYU uP TO PU V*.AU
GYVsP'rV*PVV*TAu
IFCIII.Ne.id) GO TO GO~

PXVmGXY
PYSGYV

PXVuGXV

PYTSGYV

Go To 44:

C UPOATE STATE OLNSITY PITH. NE% REPORT

60 TAUuT.TL0
TLUu 7

618611 .MXI

G~aGYV*RY7
OETmGI*G3-G2*G2
DETIEK.
IF(VEY.GT.0e) OET1I./DET

HA KUGZ.uET I

NYYsGI*uETI
lute. (GxX.MK1.GXYMXY) .LX. GXX.MXY.GXY.MVY) 0,
YU754LGXV0MXX4GYY*NX7Y .EX.(GXY.qXY.GYY*pqYY).EY
UuU*+CGXU*MXX4G7U.941y) EX.CG10MKY.GYU.MYY2.EY

uVGV.Cgxv,.nXX.Gyv.MXV) 'El * GI V.M17GYV.NY7) .17
PXXSGXV.GXX.GXX.HKK-2..GXX.6XY*HXY.GXY*GXTOMyy
PXYXGXY-GK(XwGXY.MXX- CG~XXGY.OGXr.617YMXY-GXVOGYY*TYV
PYYsGt,-GXY00K7.MKI-2,wGXY.GYY*MXY-GYY.GYMYY
PXUOGXU.GXXOGXU.MKX- CGlXXGTU.Glt,.GIU) .MX.GX.GTU*M4YY
PXVuGXV-GIXXGXV.M4XX-GXX.GTYV(iX7.GXV2 .HX7.G7*GV*MY7
PyuaGYu-Gxy.Gxueioxx.(GXY.GYU.GY7.GXU) .MXY-GYOGYU*WYY
PYVuGTYV-GXY.GXV.MXX.!GXY.G7V.GYT.GXV) *t4XY.GYT*GYV*477
PUUEPUU.GXU@GXUONX2.*GXUOGYU*tXY-GYUOGYU'MYY
PUVxPUV.GXUOGXV.MX (GXU0GYV~..U0GKV) ,MX176U67V94y7
P~vV.PVV.GXV.GXV.MXX-2.*GXV.GTV.MXY.67V.GYV.M77

CUPDATE DRIVING NOISE ESTIMATE AND ADJUST ESTIMATOR PARAMETER~S

IF(Til.L.E.O.) GO TO 411
TEal. TN
IPCTE.LL..W.) 60 TO 40
151#1
IF(I,t~o.1 GO TU 40

GlsGA*Rx%

C2wb~ieTt (U-G3)*.2#4.*G2*G2)
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Cl' .5' (C1*C2)

cbsClIGl
DtN*Cb*CB.G2q.2
OEN12b..

IF(L2.GT..gv.CtJ UfNZUI.
EA*OEN!.CCEE*G2&EY) .02

Edw.UEN*CCI.EG2EX1*w2
NI C.2.G2.CUxx-.2.G2CBGYCbC8Gfl)(JENI

IF(1.61,2) GO TO 30~
GpNli. .7u

VM 132 ***GN I GNI
GO TO 5V

13, OLu2*rqm4m+R*Y*TAU

IFLIN~a.G.. E1I/L

VK1sV"I*(1.-VmEZTAU*TAU*OENI)
534 c1ECI*GNZ*(Ls.Mb2

I4AxIl*.TAU
OENm2. .Mh .I0.+V#1.TA*TAU

IFCUEft.r&T.I0.) DENIu1./OEN
GN I VR4I .T U*OEN I
VR19Vm19' l.-VJ9I*TAU*TU*OENI)
C I SC I G-1I* CLA-H A)
Go.
ZF(C.GT.w.) QECI

C ADJUST PAR4AMETERS OF STATL DENSITY
C

LZS"XE%+NXMYOE
E.smXqY*EX+tYY*Ey
PuusPuu.PI
PvvmPv voPl
&uPI*TAU

DIT .G I .3-CG2*G2
DET1uiW.

IF(OET.GT.P.) OETIsIIOET

pYY@GI*OETI

VUVakx*mxxoyemyY.Y

Gamkx1.MxY..KY.#YY

PzE.Pxx-G. CGI.G&*G2*G2)
PxYsPXY*GeG'CI GS.G2*G4)
PYY*.PYYG.(G3&G.S.Gd*G4)
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gmX.G. (GI EZ*G2*Es%)
YoY-G. (G3*EL.GAvEw)

C

C OUTPUT
C
C

40~ CIEPXXOPYV
C~s3OhT C(rxk-PvvY .. 2*4.PXYOPXY)
Cl' .5'CCl*C2)
C2wCI-C?
SMAv2.eakT LC1
sa 18.64owT (C;0
IF(PVY %EE. GO TO 70

IPCXA.GT.PYY) TI4T31I8.
Gri TO abi

70 TrTw57.J*ATAN(CPXX-CIl /PXY3#9Wi,
C
C DISPLAY OUTPUT ON TERMINAL
c
C IR 3 Ad0vE-OtSCRIFED INDICATOR FOR "REPORT* JUST PROCESSED.
C T 2 CU~ktNT TIMIE (a TIME OF TI4IS kEPORT).
C k,'f 8 CUMMNNET L5TIMATED POSITION" IN X.Y.COUROTNATES.
C 514* 9 SCMIOAJORt AXIS OF 86% CONTAINMENT ELLIPSE f;Oi
C CU14RtNT POSITION WSIMATE.
C 3001 .03SEMIMINO4 AXIS OF CONTAINMENT ELLIPSE.
C Tw? a URIENTATIrti OF 14AJOR AXIS (DEGREES C60C~oISE
C FRO14 V.A,XZ1,
C

do Ty'pi"

TYPt'T a 0,T

TYPt"bm1,Sm a .3m&S
TYPE'TM 0 ' 4

C
C PROChSS NEXT REPORT (JR OEAO.AECIKON TIME), IF ANY
C
C

Gu TO go

C
C TERMINATION
C

99 CONTIN~Ut
ENO
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